
Student 01. 2017, 8”x 10”, Silver gelatin print
Project: You are to make 5 portraits considering 'portraiture’ using different frameworks. Shoot one roll each of a portrait based on each of 
these concepts: psychological, emotional, historic, self, landscape



Student 02. 2016, 8”x 10”, Silver gelatin print
Project: You are to make 5 portraits considering 'portraiture’ using different frameworks. Shoot one roll each of a portrait based on each of 
these concepts: psychological, emotional, historic, self, landscape
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Student 03. 2016, 8”x 10”, Silver gelatin print
Project: You are to make 5 portraits considering 'portraiture’ using different frameworks. Shoot one roll each of a portrait based on each of 
these concepts: psychological, emotional, historic, self, landscape



Student 4. 2017, 20” x 30”, Archival inkjet prints
Project: Staged Narrative. For this project you will be working from an existing story as inspiration. How will show us the story with an 
economy of images? Consider staging, props, time of day, scale of images, color or black and white, lighting choices, actors/ models, etc. 

Note: This student based their project on Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s short story “The Yellow Wallpaper”



Student 5. 2017, 20” x 24”, Digital c-prints
Project: Staged Narrative. For this project you will be working from an existing story as inspiration. How will show us the story with an 
economy of images? Consider staging, props, time of day, scale of images, color or black and white, lighting choices, actors/ models, etc. 

Note: This student based their project on Stephen King’s short story “The Mist”



Student 6. 2017, 17” x 22”, Digital c-print
Project: Staged Narrative. For this project you will be working from an existing story as inspiration. How will show us the story with an 
economy of images? Consider staging, props, time of day, scale of images, color or black and white, lighting choices, actors/ models, etc. 

Note: This student chose to respond to tableau in painting. This is ’After Caravaggio's Bacchus’



Student 7. 2016, 11”x 17”, Digital c-print
Project: Personal Still Life. Using your own life as inspiration, you will make a series of still lives which much include the following: you must 
make at least one component of the arrangement and you must use strobes.



Student 8. 2017, 18” x 24”, Archival inkjet print
Project: Personal Still Life. Using your own life as inspiration, you will make a series of still lives which much include the following: you must 
make at least one component of the arrangement and you must use strobes.



Student 9. 2017, 17”x22”, Digital c-print
Project: Personal Still Life. Using your own life as inspiration, you will make a series of still lives which much include the following: you must 
make at least one component of the arrangement and you must use strobes.



Student 10. 2017, 18” x 24”, Archival inkjet print (clay, paper maché, acrylic paint, wire armature, colored light)
Project: Memory. Through a series of in-class writing exercises, student will brainstorm a memory to make work in response to. You may 
choose both the material and method of response (literal, poetic, abstract, etc.)



Student 11. 2017, video and text, ORT 04:57, Video link: https://vimeo.com/238131014 (Password: student_7) 
Project: Memory. Through a series of in-class writing exercises, student will brainstorm a memory to make work in response to. You may 
choose both the material and method of response (literal, poetic, abstract, etc.)

https://vimeo.com/238131014
https://vimeo.com/238131014


Student 12. 2018, video, ORT 03:15, Video link: https://vimeo.com/278832414 (Password: Student_10)
Project: Performance and Intervention. Create an intervention, act, or performance made for the camera lens. 

https://vimeo.com/278832414
https://vimeo.com/278832414


Student 13. 2018, video, ORT 04:17, Video link: https://vimeo.com/278832862 (Password: Student_11)
Project: Performance and Intervention. Create an intervention, act, or performance made for the camera lens. 

https://vimeo.com/278832862
https://vimeo.com/278832862


Student 14. 2018, Video, ORT 05:28, Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/278831840 (Password: Student_8)
Project: Surveillance. Use one of the following prompts for response (taken from text and reading discussion):
Cat-and-mouse: Surveillance aiming to catch one in the act
Hide-and-seek: Monitoring to find someone or something hiding
Labyrinth: The daily negotiation of entering and exiting ever-changing surveilled spaces
Slight-of-hand: using disguise or other tricks to avoid surveillance
Poker: The one in control has power, the “losers” remain weak

https://vimeo.com/278831840
https://vimeo.com/278831840


Student 15. 2018, Video, ORT 03:18, Vimeo link: https://vimeo.com/278831965 (Password: Student_9)
Project: Surveillance. Use one of the following prompts for response (taken from text and reading discussion):
Cat-and-mouse: Surveillance aiming to catch one in the act
Hide-and-seek: Monitoring to find someone or something hiding
Labyrinth: The daily negotiation of entering and exiting ever-changing surveilled spaces
Slight-of-hand: using disguise or other tricks to avoid surveillance
Poker: The one in control has power, the “losers” remain weak

https://vimeo.com/278831965
https://vimeo.com/278831965


Student 16. 2017, gif animation (click image for gif)
Project: Place and Past. How can an historical event, monument, site, or rumor affect our understanding of the contemporary place? And: how 
can a photograph refer to or inform what’s outside the frame (quite literally or more broadly, as in the past)? You will create a series of 
photographs in response to or inspired by your site research, and you must incorporate text into the series. 

http://www.kimhoeckele.com/place-past


Student 17. 2018, 13” x19” Archival inkjet print with cutout, text, and vernacular photographs
Project: Place and Past. How can an historical event, monument, site, or rumor affect our understanding of the contemporary place? And: how 
can a photograph refer to or inform what’s outside the frame (quite literally or more broadly, as in the past)? You will create a series of 
photographs in response to or inspired by your site research, and you must incorporate text into the series. 



Student 18. (left) 2014, composite of seven 4”x 6” images created and altered images, photo, pen, ink, crayon, marker; (right) 2014, video, ORT 
04:43, Video link: https://vimeo.com/190384100 (Password: student_6)

Project: Developing studio-based research and personal vision. This focus of this course was building skills and investing research into ideas. 
After preliminary assignments, the second half of the semester was dedicated to developing one project through several activities and 
iterations. 

Note: This is the first preliminary project from this student. Their personal research was related to cultural identity, and this project incorporated 
interview and collaboration. The left slide is the first project in the semester, and the right is the final project from the same student.

https://vimeo.com/190384100
https://vimeo.com/190384100


Student 19. (left) 2016, photo composite of created and found images, 16” x16”, Archival inkjet print; (right) 2016, video, ORT 05:30, Video 
link: https://vimeo.com/190379944 (Password: student_5)

Project: Developing studio-based research and personal vision. This focus of this course was building skills and investing research into ideas. 
After preliminary assignments, the second half of the semester was dedicated to developing one project through several activities and 
iterations. 

Note: This is the first preliminary project from this student. Their personal research was related to the notion of home and memory. The left 
slide is the first project in the semester, and the right is the final project from the same student.

https://vimeo.com/190379944
https://vimeo.com/190379944


For an interdisciplinary foundations course, students to conceive of a directive for a photograph. The class posts their ideas together, which 
become the collaborative parameters for the project: they must individually interpret the directives and use their phones to photograph every 
‘instruction’. When the class comes together for critique we install the work in a large grid, which allows students to quickly examine the 
distinct range of approaches to their class-standardized prompts.  In this documentation, students are assessing photographs, making 
selections according to artist and "category". After they spend some time with the grid, we convene for a larger conversation about form, 
content, approach, and interpretation. 

https://vimeo.com/278833805



